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The Word of the President
2016 was a particularly busy year for EliseCare. The humanitarian situation remains worrying
in Iraq and the fightings in syria have heavily affected local populations. To cope with the flow
of refugees and the lack of care, EliseCare has strengthened its actions in Iraqi Kurdistan. A
mobile truck was sent on the roads in Duhok area to prepare for the liberation of Mossoul.
Two clinics have also started their activities in order to perpetuate our actions,
offer a larger, more intimate care space and bring together more specialities.

In 2016, we also made a commitment in Calais to migrants who have found refuge
in the jungle. This mission, entirely financed from our own funds and thanks to a
motivated team of volunteers, allowed to provide care in physiotherapy, osteopathy and
acupuncture. The dismantling of the jungle in October 2016 challenged the relevance of
our presence on the spot. Faced with the impossibility of regular monitoring of patients,
wandering constantly between different places of life, we made the decision to withdraw.
The realization of these various projects was greatly encouraged by the support that
EliseCare received during the gala on June 14 at the Paris City Hall. I think that the testimony
of two young Yazidies, former sex slaves of Daesh, moved the entire assembly that day.

This year, it was also decided to change the name to adopt EliseCare, in order to
ensure greater clarity on the ground as in France. The mission remains unchanged.
And thanks to our efforts and your donations, provided cares are still 100% free.
Today, a growing number of people are contacting us to volunteer or support us in a variety of
ways. As these are always more numerous, the association is growing. At the same time, we
are striving to improve medical management methods to treat more and more patients. We
have also put in place a more efficient financial and pharmaceutical donation tracking system.

I would like to warmly acknowledge and thank the partners, the board members,
as well as the volunteers and the employees for their investment in EliseCare
whose sole purpose is to provide more and more support to vulnerable people..

Elise Boghossian
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S OLI DARIT Y IN AC TION
From a personal initiative to a collective project

E

liseCare is the story of a commitment. The
story of a woman, Elise Boghossian, doctor
of Chinese medicine, who decides one day to
leave the comfort of her Parisian office to engage
with the victims of war, first in a personal capacity,
then through the NGO that she founded in 2002.
Her first field is Armenia, followed by Jordan. In
partnership with local hospitals, overwhelmed
by the urgency of relieving the pain of the
wounded in the absence of drugs, she offers
the help of acupuncture. Its tangible efficiency,
immediate results and low cost increase demand.

©E

The influx of Syrian and Iraqi refugees led
EliseCare to deploy to Iraq, where the NGO
opened mobile and fixed dispensaries
in the camps. Their mission is threefold:
- Provide free medical consultations and care in
camps and remote areas without health facilities.
Allow
psychological
follow-up
of
refugees, displaced persons and victims.
- Train local men and women on the spot and
offer them a job within the EliseCare teams.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A REFUGEE AND AN INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSON ?			
A refugee is a person who flees his country because of war,natural disaster of because of persecutions, in search
of a safe place. The refugee status is defined and ensured protection under international law.			
Like refugees, internally displaced persons flee their homes because of a lack of security. However, they do not
cross international borders and remain under the protection and responsibility of their own governement, even
if this government is the cause of their flee.

6
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2014 - 1.5 million Iraqis flee Mosul. EliseCare sends its first mobile dispensary
and launches a fundraising campaign.
2015 - To ward off the emergency, the NGO
acquires its second mobile dispensary.

©EliseCare

2016 - The need for care is also in France
where refugees flock. A third mobile dispensary is set up between Dunkerque and Calais. Establishment of two fixed dispensaries
in Iraqi Kurdistan camps, open to refugees
and residents of surrounding areas..
					
2017 - Creation of a new mission in Aleppo
with the dispatch of a mobile dispensary. Inauguration, in Iraq, of the medical-psychosocial Center of the survivors.

©EliseCare

EliseCare
©EliseCare

©EliseCare

©EliseCare

More than 90 000
CONSULTATIONS IN 2 YEARS !
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E LI SEC ARE’S PRIORITIES &
VALUE S

NEUTRALIT Y:
EliseCare is a non-profit organization,
apolitical
and
non-denominational.
In
order to better care for the vulnerable,
EliseCare will never take part in a conflict.

R E S P E C T & I M PA R T I A L I Y:
EliseCare recognizes the equal dignity of
the people it cares for, recruits without
distinction of origin or religion and
places the respect and consideration
of patients as a daily requirement.

COMPREHENSIVE CARE:
The consideration of the individual as a
whole is at the heart of our care. This commits
us to approach the person with attention,
respect and humility and to provide physical
and psychological care adapted to his
condition. Each professional is committed
to an attitude of listening and trust.

8
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PROVIDING

completely free care in the most
remote areas, including out of the
camps through mobile dispensaries.

Terrain coordinator in the truck of Calais

PROMOTING

the learning and practice of
acupuncture for the treatment of
pain in areas poorly provided with
quality drugs.

RECRUTING

experienced and multidisciplinary
medical teams among refugees to
broaden the range of care to offer.

BEING
RESPONSIVE

to emergency and humanitarian
crises to provide medical care
where it is needed most.

©EliseCare
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KE Y DA

JANUARY: A DISPENSARY FOR CALAIS
S & A buys a third dispensary that will
move to Dunkerque and Calais.

APRIL: CHANGE OF NAME
For clarity and better understanding, Shennong & Avicenne becomes EliseCare. Only the
name changes, the missions remain the same!

JUNE: FUNDRAISING DINNER
I N PA R I S C I T Y H A L L
EliseCare is organizing a dinner to finance the
construction of two health centers in Iraq, Ainkawa and Darkar, and the sending of mobile
dispensaries.

10

After one year of activity,
the women and children
bus received more than
25,265 people in consultation on about fifteen sites.

2 0

S U M M E R : N AT I O
In order to raise maximu
its independence, EliseC
national communication
construction of two hea
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AT ES
NOVEMBER: PREPARATION OF
THE MOSSOUL TRUCK
While the assault is launched
on Mosul since October 17, EliseCare is preparing to respond
to a major humanitarian crisis
that could last many months.
NOVEMBER: MEE TING IN ELYSEE
On November 24, 2016, Elise Boghossian
is received by the President of the Republic François Hollande with the Syriac Catholic Archbishop of Mosul and Qaraqosh
and Monsignor Johanna Petros Moshe to
discuss the situation of the Christians of
the Middle-East and facilitate their return
at the end of the conflict.

NOVEMBER: PROSPECTIVE IN VENTIMIGLIA AND LAMPEDUSA
EliseCare is conducting a scouting mission to set up missions in Ventimiglia,
an Italian city on the migrant route,
and Lampedusa, Europe’s entry point
from Libya. EliseCare will not
open a mission in 2017.

1 6

O N A L C A M PA I G N
um equity and ensure
Care launches its first
n campaign to allow the
alth centers in Iraq.

DECEMBER: OPENING OF THE
DARKAR CLINIC			
EliseCare opens a health center in
Darkar camp, in coordination with
the Duhok Department of Health, to
provide permanent access to care for
camp residents and surrounding local
populations

©EliseCare

DECEMBER: OPENING OF THE
AINKAWA CLINIC
EliseCare is opening a health center, backed by the existing clinic, in
Ainkawa 2 camp near Erbil, providing permanent access to care for
displaced people in and around the
camp.

©EliseCare
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©EliseCare

O U R BE NE F I C I A R I E S
Provide help as needed

©EliseCare

Grandma and her grandson in Iraqi Kurdistan, 2016

I

n Iraq and Syria, the intensification
of fighting has forced more than
4 million people to leave their
homes to seek refuge in Iraqi Kurdistan.
Among them are 250,000 Syrians,
Yazidis and other representatives of
religious minorities living for centuries
on these lands of Mesopotamia. Having
fled their homes in emergency, the
displaced and refugee populations are
in utter destitution. On the roads of

exile, women, children and the elderly
have walked between 20 and 30 hours to
reach the pacified zone of Kurdistan. On
arrival, only 9% of them manage to settle
in refugee camps already saturated, the
others find refuge in places not adapted
to their reception, scattered throughout
Kurdistan: churches, cellars, roadsides ,
decommissioned sites, waste disposal.
They do not have access to the aid
structures set up by the international

12
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e

Queue in an unofficial camp near the town of Duhok, Iraqi Kurdistan, 2016

community: neither for hard shelters, nor Sudan, Ethiopia and the Middle East (Iran,
for ration coupons, nor for health care. Syria, Iraq). They walked for days and
have lower limb pain, in addition to signs
Some of them wear the same clothes as of exhaustion and psychological distress.
when they arrived. In turn, they experience
the negative temperatures of winter and The majority of them are rather young
the unbearable heat of summer. Exhausted, men. Women are in minority and housed
in shock and under alarming medical in a secure camp away from men. From a
conditions, they are in dire need of assistance. young age and sometimes accompanied
by children, they are in Calais where
they wait like their male counterparts,
n France, migrants arriving in Calais seek to get their papers, to be relocated and
to rally England. They often come from far taken care of, to find a member of their
away, including Afghanistan, Pakistan, family lost in way or to be able to cross.

I

13

Consultation in Mosul truck in Duhok region
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1. P R I MARY C ARE
Access to care is not a privilege but a right, and for us a duty.

E

liseCare is active in Iraq and
France thanks to its mobile
dispensaries, adapting to the
chaotic evolution of the situation on the
field. In 2016, four mobile dispensaries,
including one in the Calais jungle,work
closely
with
the
population:
-

A

dispensary

truck

in

These dispensaries help to strengthen
and expand the range of care offered
with several individual and specialized
consultation rooms - pediatrics, general
medicine, gynecology, psychology,
dentistry, acupuncture - and a
pharmacy. It is planned to treat 2000
patients per month per disepnsary.

Erbil,

- The women and children bus in Zakho,
-A dispensary truck waiting in
Zakho to intervene in the plain
of Nineveh and which will be
operational at the beginning of 2017,
- A dispensary truck in Calais.
Each mobile dispensary provides day
and night care in the most remote
areas. These dispensary trucks
are equipped with all the medical
necessities to meet the primary
health needs of the local population.
In addition, since the end of 2016,
the association has engaged in the
construction of two fixed dispensaries:
- the dispensary of Ainkawa
in
the
province
of
Erbil,
The
dispensary
of
Darkar
in
Duhok
Province.
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1 0 0 % FREE
CARE AND TREAMENTS
ARE STILL FREE

16€

AVERAGE PRICE FOR A
CONSULTATION

© EliseCare
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Cartography of EliseCare activities in 2016 in Iraqi Kurdistan
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M O B IL E DIS P EN S ARIES

From left to right: Erbil truck, Mossul truck, Women and children bus. Iraqi Kurdistan, summer 2016

in Iraqi Kurdistan

©EliseCare

From Paris to Zakho

o

ur trucks are all second-handed trucks,
bought from companies or individuals,
then refurbished and medicalized
in a workshop in the suburbs of Paris.

loaded of medicine and medical equipments
provided by our donors, public hospitals
from Paris and Marseille and private clinics,
hôpitaux publics de Paris et Marseille et des
cliniques privées, as well as Tulipe Association.

Parked at one of our donors, the Acipar
company, they're waiting for their loading.The Conveyed to the port of Marseille,
first truck was gone in Irak with clothes collected the trucks embark for Turquia then
from French schools. Next ones have been take the road again up to Zakho,
17
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I

n the North of Iraqi Kurdistan where The pharmacy
they are unloaded. All of our trucks
Each dispensary is equipped with a pharmacy
arrived safely despite the dangers.
and a pharmacist to deliver medicine
prescribed by our doctors. They work in
close collaboration with our medical analysis
The pluri-speciality of EliseCare
laboratory and the Iraqi ministry of health.
EliseCare doctors provide cares of all specialities Regular monitoring
from generale medecine, gynecology, pediatric
In order to provide continuous and
medecine to surgery. EliseCare succeeded
sustainable care for refugees, the dispensaries
to heal a diversity of diseases, whether
and their medical team have gone each
seasonal or chronic, stomach pain, intestinal
week to the same sites for almost one year.
and urinary inflammations, flu and allergies.
Thus, each site is visited every 8 days and
Back and kneel pains, headaches, and some
the schedule of each dispensary is adapted
paralysis are treated thanks to the acupuncture
according to the importance of needs by site.
and
traditionnal
chinese
medicine.
The ambulance

The individual medical file
Within dispensaries, each patient has a
personnal medical file dispensary filled by
doctors. It's now an essential tool to ensure
regular follow-up of patients, nut also to
give back to refugee population who have
lost their administrative papers, a form
of written recognition of their identity.

They are sent, if needed, by the
ministry of health of Nineva district.
The schedule
Mobile dispensaries are daily operationnal 6
days a week. A night activity is also scheduled.

©EliseCare
Mossul truck in the port of Fos-sur-Mer
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When the truck arrives in a camp, each patient waits patiently. Women and children bus in the Duhok region
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ER B IL M O BI L E D I S P E N S ARY
The first step
"THE WORLD BEGINS TO FORGET US, AFTER TWO YEARS, THOSE
WHO HELPED US NO LONGER APPEAR, THEY THINK WE NOW
HAVE THE HABIT OF STAYING IN TENTS OR CAMPS"- Zaid

T

he Internally Displaced Persons, or
IDPs, have left their villages for now 2
years. Nobody has forgotten the 10th
of june 2014, when Daesh invaded Mossul.
More than 750 000 persons were fleeing
on the roads in quest of a secured area.

cellars, courtyards, churches... often neglected
by the official authorities and by NGOs, who
not remain in the long term, whereas the
physical and psychological state fo these
populations require regular care and attention.

"We are here from the summer 2014, it's
the third summer that we are here. Three
summers at 50 degres celsius and two winter
at -5°C, no representative of the State are
visiting us" explains Zaid Fawzi, displaced
christian of Mossul living currently in Erbil.

26 196 CARES HAVE

BEEN PROVIDED IN THE REGION
OF ERBIL

+20% OF ACTIVITY
COMPARED TO 2015

Thus, the mobile dispensary of Erbil, the first
one of EliseCare, have been travelling the
roads of iraqi Kurdistan since 2014. On board,
a driver, a coordinator, a gynecologist, doctors,
a pharmacist and a nurse also acupuncturist.

-38% OF EXPENSES
COMPARED TO 2015

In addition to primary care, the EliseCare team
makes the population aware of personnal
and food hygiene and provide advice for
preventing epidemics, infections and domestic
accidents. Its main areas of intervention
are Erbil and its surroundings where lots
of displaced persons camps have been
improvised in abandoned buildings, tents,

20

DID YOU KNOW?
IN ORDER TO RESPONSE TO EMERGENCIES 24/24 IN ERBIL AND ITS
SURROUNDINGS, ELISECARE HAS
SET UP A NIGHT SHIFT.

Erbil truck

Activity Report 2016
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WO M EN AN D CH ILDREN BUS
An intimate place of expression and support
“ELISECARE PLAYS A FUNDAMENTAL AND CAPITAL ROLE IN RELIEVING OUR PAIN, IT IS THANKS TO THIS
ASSOSCIATION THAT WE KEEP HOPE TO BE
AGAIN REGARDED AS HUMAN BEINGS WORTHY OF RESPECT”

Forcibly married or reduced to slavery,
the women who live in controled
areas by the group Daesh undergo the
worse atrocities. Abducted and sold as
slaves, the women and young girls are
classified and distributed to be given to
leaders and fighters. Victims of torture
ans sexual abuses, the ones who
escaped remain walled in silence and
need a space entirely devoted for them

closely with local organisations
and specialists of major traumas.
They are precious to help to the
reintegration of these women who
often live in the margins of the society.
In order to not reduce cares for men, the
team of the bus received them during
a precise time slot, always for the sake
of keeping the intimacy of each other.

Faced with the steady afflux of
refugees, in the area, in average - 40
families per day - and at the great
vulnerability of women and children, it
appears indispensable in june 2015 to
dedicate to them a second dispensary.
This "women and children bus" is
henceforth an intimate place allowing a
better medical and psychological care.
The team of the bus, composed of 7
doctors, provide specified cares for
women pathologies and their children
: gynecology, pregnancy follow-up,
post-partum and neonatal cares,
pediatric cares and pain treatment.
In order to ensure a sustainable
psychological support to traumatized
women,
EliseCare
recruited
psychologists
and
collaborate

22

+ DE 25 000 CARES PRO-

VIDED BY THE WOMEN AND CHILDREN
BUS

216 674 € IT IS THE COST OF
ONE YEAR OF EXPLOITATION OF THE
BUS

40 000€ OF MEDICINE PURCHASES

Activity Report 2016

“With this heat, I can’t go to see a doctor in town, I’m exhausted and I don’t have enough money to buy medicine”,
- Jamila, yezidie woman of 64 years old, displaced from
Sinjar region

The women and children bus in one of the informal camp in the district of Duhok

©EliseCare
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M O SSUL MOBILE DISPE NSARY
A N T I C I PAT E T H E E M E R G E N C Y

©EliseCare

Mossul truck, iraqi Kurdistan, 2016

The fightings leaded in the Nineva plain has
been intensified since september 2016 in order
to take back the city of Mossul (1.5 millions
of inhabitants) from the hands of Daesh.

Today, the iraqi Kurdistan continues to
represent the first destination of internatlly
displaced persons. The region has however
reached its maximum absorption capacity. The
pressure becomes now nearly insustainable
The offensive launched the 17th october 2016
for the regional government, leading to a
to free the city has ever forced thousands
drastic decrease of the salaries of civil servants,
of inhabitants to flee. The iraqi Kurdistan
and so a flee of the medical staff. 3 hospitals
faces one of its worse migration crisis that
have been shutted down in the district of
it has ever know ; however, its current
Duhok alone and the number of doctors,
infrastructures are unsufficient to face up
in some areas, have been divided by ten.
to an afflux of population of that extent.
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©EliseCare

Consultation in the truck of Mossul, iraqi Kurdistan, 2016

The estimates of the number of refugees vary
acconding to the scenarios and will depend
on numerous factors : the duration and the
level of violence of the engagement, the
capacity of fleeing,... At least, 200,000 persons
will be fleeing the area, at most one million..

EliseCare is preparing to respond to a major
humanitarian crisis that could last for months. .

EliseCare se prépare donc à répondre à une
crise humanitaire majeure qui pourrait durer
de longs mois. While waiting the freedom of
the city and to be able to join the province
To anticipate this crisis, the governement of mossul and Qaraqosh, it has sent a
coordinated the creation of camps to welcome mobile dispensary in the district of Duhok.
displaced persons ; however, theses camps
This mobile dispensary is ready to intervene
have a total capacity of 250,000 places, and
for the population fleeing Mossul and
will be able to welcome only a quarter of
requiring
immediate
primary
cares.
the displaced persons in the worst scenario.
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TH E F I X ED DI
A I N K AWA I I

©EliseCare

S

ituated in the district of Erbil,
the christian camp of Ainkawa
2 is populated of around 5,500
persons living in 1,088 prefabriquated
homes. Opened since the spring of
2015, it has since been developed
and equipped with schools and sport
facilities. From april 2016, EliseCare
provides cares in a small clinic situated
in the camp with a team who alternaly
work in the clinic on the site and in
the mobile dispensary clinic of Erbil.

officie, a pediatric officie, a dental
and psychological spaces, a surgery
office, a laboratory, a nurse's office,
as well as an acupuncture office
with a men and women separation.

It is also equipped with a pharmacy
to respond immediately to the needs
of treatment, with an emergency
unit 24/24 and with small surgery
material allowing to take care in
emergency of some patients. It has
been welcoming patients 6 days a
In october 2016, EliseCare developped week since the end of december 2016..
its health offer for the benefit of
the local population by the building
of a new dispensary backed to the
exiting clinic. These new premises,
over a surface of 500m2, allow to
provide a large range of cares and
are composed of a general medicine

26
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I S PENS AR I E S
DARKAR

©EliseCare

T

he camp of Darkar is situated in
the North-West of iraqi Kurdistan,
next to the city of Zakho, in the
district of Duhok, near the Turkish and
Syrian border. Built by UN-Habitat,
it is composed of 801 prefabricated
homes and welcomes around 4,000
persons. The return of the population
back to their home seems unlikely to
happen in a near future, camps for
displaced persons have vocation to
welcome them in a long term basis.

This clinic offers a permanent acces
to care to the residents of the camp
of Darkar but also to the population
of surroundings areas, wether they
are locals or displaced persons.

Over a superficy of 250m2, it is
composed of 7 offices of consultation.
The team of the dispensary has been
recruited mainly among the residents
of the Darkar camp. 7 professionnels
work in the clinic : a general practitioner,
a gynecologist, a pediatric practitioner,
In order to always care of more a dentist, an acupuncturist, a
displaced persons and refugees, nurse and a laboratory operator.
EliseCate built a fixed dispensary in
the camp of Darkar - in coordination
with the direction of health of the Beginning of december 2016, the
district of Duhok - in the end of the clinic received its first patients.
year 2016. With this clinic, EliseCare
inscribes its actions in the long time.
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2. T R A I N I N G S
“When a man is hungry, better to teach him to fish than to give him a fish.”
Confucius

E

liseCare fosters the reintegration
of
displaced
populations
and refugees through the
establishement of programs of
professional trainings and the
promotion
of
opportunities
of
work
for
the
refugees
among their host community.
Regarding this, it is fundamental that
doctors are recruited among refugee
and displaced population without
any distinction of origin or religion.

in the health area eager to train. The
beneficiaries are sometimes part of the
staff of EliseCare but other praticiens
were interested to introduce the
chinese medicine in their practice,
which allows to equilibrate the body
and mind. Facing the growing number
of heavy traumas, the acupuncture
is inseparable from the psychology.

Trainings of First aid, psychology
of
heavy
traumas,
against
pain by acupuncture or
in
gynecology
are
organized
to
reinforce
their
intervention.
By offering training, a job and a salary,
the EliseCare NGO allows refugee and
displaced persons to regain some
dignity as well as future prospects.
In 2015, several sessions of training
in acupuncture, first aid and
psychology had been delivered..
Faced with the succes of these trainings,
a dozen of trinings has been organized
in 2016 in first aid, acupuncture and
psychology but alos in gynecology
and
gynecology-echography.
It brought together doctors, nurses,
pharmacists and local professionnals

28

Did you know ?		
			
The trainings are thought and implemented by a group of volonteer trainers
who write the program and the contents of the manuals under the direction of Elise Boghossian. They give their
courses in the premises of EliseCare in
iraqi Kurdistan with the agreement and
the support of the directorate of health
of Duhok and Erbil (DoH - directorate of
Health). The choice of disciplines was
done according to the needs expressed
by our teams and the DoH. The trainings
in acupuncture and psychology, field
very little taught in Kurdistan, are very
well apreciated.and sollicited by our
participants,especially since all of our
trainings are free.

Activity Report 2016

©EliseCare

Training in acupuncture with Joëlle Vassail and Elise Boghossian

+ 1 0 % OF CARES IN

1 0 0 % FREE

ACUPUNC TURE SINCE THE TRAINING
O F E L I S E C A R E S TA F F

Do you know Stella ?

Stella is part of the first doctors of EliseCare, accepting to participate to
actions on the ground. Her speciality is gynecology. Because the women
she cares haven’t always had a pregnancy follow-up or faced situation of
extreme sexual violence, pains are heavy and cares also. Stella followed
a training in acupuncture because one of the session is dedicated to the
practice of acupuncture in gynecology, given by a midwife acupuncturist. The acupuncture is useful to Stella to ease the pains of these women
in a global approach and without medicine. The post-artum pains decreases as well as the pains due to violences. The acupuncture also helps
her to prepare the future childbirth and pains felt..
©EliseCare
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Administrative team visits the volunteers in Calais
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3.ELI SEC A RE IN FR AN CE
IN THE JUNGLE OF CALAIS

“HEALING IN CALAIS WAS AN INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCE. DESPITE THE LIVING AND
WORKING CONDITIONS, EVERYONE FINDS INSIDE THE MOBILE CLINIC, WARMTH,
HUMANITY AND CONSIDERATION. WE RESPECT AND CARE FOR OUR PATIENTS.
THEY DO IT TO US BY RESPECTING OUR PROFESSION, BY LISTENING TO OUR ADVICE
AND ESPECIALLY BY COMING BACK TO SEE US AND PASSING THE WORD AROUND
THEM “.
SOPHIE, ACUPUNCTURIST IN CALAIS

30
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F

aced with the massive influx of refugees, Europe
and France have recently taken measures to
welcome them on their soil. Unfortunately,
refugee populations continue to experience a
dramatic situation since our borders are crossed by
precarious camps where hygiene and medical care
are sorely lacking. It is in this context that EliseCare
decided to set up in Calais in February 2016. To
relieve the pain of refugees, it created a mobile
clinic, which remained open until October 2016.

5,000 CARES IN 6 MONTHS
100,000€ OF OUR OWN

FUNDS

MORE THAN
100 VOLUNTEERS

T

Ankle pain treatment

hanks to the partnership with
"La Vie Active" (organization in
charge of camp management)
and the synergy of all medical NGOs,
cases requiring treatment for pain
were received by the EliseCare team.
This team of volunteer acupuncturists,
physiotherapists and osteopaths
treated lower limb pains, Ears Noze
Throat (ENT) problems, back problems,
stomach problems, headaches and
skin problems. These pains are mainly
due to long hours of walking without
proper shoes, humidity, cold, blows (all
the way to Calais and even inside the
camp, refugees are subject to regular
violence), fatigue and lack of hygiene.
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CL I N I C AL RE S E AR CH
SEVERAL MEDECINES

The
EliseCare
association,
in
addition
to
its
humanitarian
commitment,
has
also
given
itself
the
mission
of
promoting
traditional
Chinese
medicine in our health system.
Despite an increasingly widespread
use of complementary medicines,
very
few
approved
clinical
studies can highlight the effects
of Chinese medicine in France.

addition to Western medicine
- especially in the treatment of
infertility (Bluets Hospital in Paris).
Other
medical
structures
are
partners of the association to
promote the exchange of know-how
between allopathic medicine and
traditional Chinese medicine. These
include Nanjing University in China,
Lariboisière
Hospital
in
Paris,
Dar Am Salam Hospital in Jordan
and Kurdistan Medical Charity
Fundation
in
Iraqi
Kurdistan.

It is to respond to this lack and
to highlight the benefits of this
traditional
medicine
that
the
association has opened antennas
One of the constituent values 
of
in various hospitals to conduct
the association is its independence
clinical
studies,
under
the
vis-à-vis clinical studies. Thus, the
aegis of a scientific committee.
collection of data and the statistical
analysis of the studies collected
are systematically carried out by a
EliseCare conducts studies on infertility,
group of independent statisticians
pain management and soon on cancer.
epidemiologists, a unit of INSERM.
These surveys have two objectives:
- To evaluate the effects of
traditional
Chinese
medicine
alone in the treatment of pain
(Hôpital Lariboisière in Paris).

- To measure the impact
traditional Chinese medicine

of
in
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COMP RE H E NSIVE
APPR OACH
TO CARE TOGETHER

In 1946, on the occasion of the
International Conference on Health
(which will give birth to WHO), health
is already defined as "a state of
complete physical, mental and social
well-being, and not only an absence of
disease or infirmity ". Comprehensive
care therefore takes into account the
physiological, psychological and sociocultural dimensions of each individual.
It is a question of organizing around
the same patient "the actors of
prevention, health, medico-social and
social, integrating the determinants
of health that are hygiene,
lifestyle, education, professional
circles and the environment ".
Under the frame of comprehensive
care, no health professional can
intervene individually. Networking
allows a better transmission of patient
data, and a better understanding
of its pathology, but also allows to
consolidate the care by providing
complementary cares or improving the
environment. Humanitarian aid is built
around this notion, both internally by
NGOs and by cooperation between
them, thus justifying the intervention
of actors from various fields.

diagnosis, recommends appropriate
treatment. Different specialties are
gathered in the same premises, the
doctor can recommend a treatment
combining
these
specialties.
However, the work of accompanying
does not stop at the doors of the
dispensary. To understand a physical
or psychological injury our teams
meet the patient's relatives, the school
teacher, the NGOs that manage access
to water, food, shelter ...For our work
to be effective, it is essential to take
into account the living environment of
patients. Precarious living conditions
favor the appearance of diseases,
infections and epidemics. If the origin
of the problem is not treated, there is
a high probability that the pathology
will reappear even with care.

At EliseCare, care begins with medical
care. The patient first meets the
general practitioner who after a first
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PROSPECTIVE
Lebanon

T

he war in Syria has brought a considerable
number of refugees to Lebanon. This
small country of 4 million inhabitants
welcomes the most refugees in the world. The
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees estimates that there are 1.1
million Syrian refugees there, to which is
added 50,000 Palestinian refugees from Syria
according to UNRWA and several tens of
thousands of unregistered refugees. Refugees
now represent more than a quarter of the
Lebanese population. It is the largest
proportion of refugees per capita in the world
today. This influx has contributed to fragilize

the economy and the social situation. The
politico-security context fuels the fears of the
authorities and the population in a situation
where basic infrastructure and services (water,
electricity, education, etc.) are not sufficient
for the entire population. Syrian refugees, as

well as Lebanese local communities most
affected by the influx, are becoming
increasingly vulnerable.
Italy
Small Italian town on the border with France
on the migratory route to northern Europe,
Ventimiglia, and Lampedusa, an Italian island
point of entry of Europe from Libya, have seen
a total of 180,000 refugees arrived this year.
They come from Sudan, Syria, Libya, and
Palestine. They are "fellow sufferers" as they
define themselves. They told us their third failed
attempt to move to France. Whether it was the
conflicts in Syria or Darfur, the Libyan militias
or the Israeli oppression in Gaza, they all fled to
survive, where "the future was not uncertain, it
was not, simply" . They are between 17 and 20
years old and yesterday, for the third time, they
were brought back to Ventimiglia by the border
police."By the road it's impossible to reach
France, by train either, so we go through the
mountains".The mountain is scary. "We walk at
night to stay discreet, but we get lost and we
risk falling at any time." Several have already
died trying to pass. This time they were lucky.
After 2 days of walking, exhausted, disoriented,
they went done by chance in the valley.

There, they were arrested and brought
back to Ventimiglia. So, they settled in the
camp of the Red Cross: "We will be able to
rest, regain strength, it was so cold at night
in the mountains". They want to resume
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Migrants' journey to Europe

their studies in multimedia or masonry, or that the strengthening of our capabilities in
join an uncle to help him in his restaurant Iraq and the response to the humanitarian
It is their dream, they will not abandon its. emergency in Syria were a priority and that it
was preferable to concentrate our efforts on a
In Lebanon, in Italy, many NGOs help refugees smaller scope of intervention and guarantee a
effectively. Following these exploratory better quality of care and follow-up.
missions, EliseCare therefore considered
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2017 PR OJEC TS

Alep, summer 2017

S Y R I A

©EliseCare

S

YRIA 						
the deployment of mobile care units based
							
on the model set up for refugees in Iraqi
						
Kurdistan, combined with sustainable action
Access to care for all				
in psychosocial support and pain treatment.
							
BEGINNING OF THE PROJET : 2017
By relying on its local partners, EliseCare offers
BEGINNING OF THE ACTIVITIES: FEBRUARY 2018
an effective and easily duplicable alternative:
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In addition to the action of SARC (Syrian Arab
Red Crescent)

Elisecare wishes to bring its expertise in crisis
theatres by deploying mobile dispensaries
whose equipment responds to emergency
situations: primary care, minor surgery but
The majority of aid operations and cares to also complementary therapeutic solutions
civilians are managed by the Syrian Arab based, for example, on acupuncture or on
Red Crescent (SARC). Present in all regions EMDR therapy (Eye Movement Desensitization
and provinces of Syria, largely in rural and Reprocessing) in the treatment of
Damascus and Eastern Ghouta, SARC provides psychotraumas.
emergency medical aid, health, food and
material assistance to victims regardless of This action will be supplemented by regular
shipments of medicines as well as specialized
their religious or ethnic origin.
mental health consultations based on the
It interacts with numerous NGO partners, model well-tested in Iraqi Kurdistan.
associations and aid structures that propose,
in parallel, the same activities such as, for At the same time, and by strengthening its local
example, Action against hunger, the Adventist capacities, EliseCare aims to set up a global
Agency for Aid and Development, "Première programme extending over time including a
urgence internationale", MEDAIR, the European psychosocial support component as well as
Institute for Cooperation and Development, pain treatment in all its forms.
UNICEF, Triangle and Islamic Relief France.
By spreading around an epicentre positioned
EliseCare and Syria Trust: an emblematic at ALEP, EliseCare will thus be able to reach
populations furthest from healthcare centres,
partnership
contribute to strengthening the health
network of these regions while awaiting the
As a privileged partner of EliseCare, Syria Trust reconstruction of hospital infrastructures and
will support its development from the very offer its expertise in the psychosocial field and
in pain treatment.
first joint missions.
At the heart of a collaborative working
space between the two associations,

©EliseCare

©EliseCare

Neighborhood of Midan, Alep, summer 2017

Alep East, summer 2017
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Batnaya, freed village

©EliseCare
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H E L P F O R T H E C O M E
B A C K O F FA M I L I E S I N
T H E P L A I N O F N I N E VA

F

rom october 2016, 10 000 of displaced
women, men et children from religious
minorities returned in their district of
origin. These families up to now displaced
toward the governorate of Duhok, Amedi,
Bebad, Aradin, Sarsing and Duerat represent
a population of 35,000 inhabitants. EliseCare
noted in particular the ressetlement of 600
christians chaldeans in the freed villages of
Teluskuf and Batnaya, situated at around
20 kilometers from Mosul. Thousands
more are expected in the coming months

The multidisciplinary medical team
assigned to this project will provide care
for patients on a relatively comprehensive
medical spectrum. It will provide
emergency care, general medicine and
minor surgery, treat and monitor chronic
diseases, and develop prevention and
vaccination campaigns for children.

In addition, EliseCare will set up a truck in
mobile dispensary to meet families living
in the surrounding villages without access
to healthcare. Each site will be visited
Many hospitals and infrastructure have every 8 days to ensure regular followbeen devastated and water and electricity up of patients. For disabled or elderly
restrictions complicate the safety and patients, or young mothers in bed, our
the implementation of a health system. team will also make regular "home" visits.
For the vast majority of liberated villages,
mine clearance has barely begun.
EliseCare estimates that the mobile
L'accès aux soins et à l’éducation
dispensary will be able to offer 1,200
constituent deux conditions majeures
treatments per month (14,400 per year), with
pour envisager le retour des familles.
an average of 50 treatments per day. The
fixed dispensary will provide about 1,900
However, the nearest health centre is
treatments per month (22,800 per year),
located in Alqosh, about twenty kilometres
with an average of 79 treatments per day.
away and is starting to take care of
childbirths. For the time being, medical
NGOs do not operate in this area. The only
NGOs present are local Christian NGOs,
Caritas and S.O.S Chrétiens d'Orient.
In order to improve the living conditions of the
populations being resettled in their villages
of origin, EliseCare will set up a dispensary in
a house provided by a local exiled in Australia.
The dispensary is located in Teluskuf, and the
project will last 12 months from June 2017.
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S U R V I V O R S

C E N T E R

A

medical-psychosocial
centre,
composed of fixed and mobile
antennas, is dedicated to all
those who survived the horrors of war.
People injured, traumatized, forgotten.

Be the Hope" program, will help children aged
8 to 16. Thanks to the support of the French
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Île-deFrance Region, the children will prolong these
sessions during a stay in France, with activities
supervised by psychologists like yoga,
acupuncture and equitherapy. Meetings with
Since the occupation of Mosul by Daech,
the students of the Tebrotzassère school will
then the military offensive to freedom
enable them to establish links with another
the city, hundreds of thousands of men,
culture and consolidate the work of resilience.
women and children have fled in deplorable
conditions. Those who have remained
are mined by bombing, by terror. They
suffer physical sequelae (mutilation, pain,
malnutrition) and psychological sequelea
(post-traumatic stress, severe depression,
hallucinations sometimes, insomnia always).
Aches that require ongoing management.
It also implies a work of repair and
resilience. And that affect a considerable
number
of
women
and
children.
To help them in their psychological
reconstruction work, EliseCare will set up,
in partnership with the Duhok Provincial
Department of Health, a Survivors' Centre
for medical-psychosocial care. In addition to
essential medical care, it will offer psychotherapy
sessions, individually or in groups, as well
as other forms of therapy: EMDR (Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing),
hypnosis, music therapy, yoga, acupuncture..
Art therapy workshops, with the "Be the Peace,
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iraqi Kurdistan, 2016
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L IFE OF T HE A
DONATIONS
Thanks to numerous donations of medical
equipment, acupuncture and medicines,
this year we were able to treat thousands
of refugees in Calais and Iraqi Kurdistan.
Thank you to the volunteers who mobilized their network, to the hospitals, and
to the companies who helped us achieve
our goal.

©EliseCare

VOLUNTEERS
At EliseCare, volunteers are valuable.
They are acupuncturists, osteopaths,
physiotherapists, trainers, psychologists or small hands that strengthen
the siege. Thanks to them and their
commitment EliseCare can send more
funds to the field. They bring with
them their energy, their competence
and their warmth and for that we are
very grateful.
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ASS O C I ATI ON
COMMUNICATION
WEB site						
EliseCare has decided this year to improve
its website in order to give Internet users a
better overview of our activities. The site is
more interactive, descriptive and complete.
www.elisecare.org

NATIONAL COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN
Thanks to many supporters EliseCare was
able to broadcast its message on radios
and bus stops all over France!!

EVENT
EliseCare organized on June 14, 2016
a fundraising dinner for the construction of the fixed clinics. Thanks to the
mobilization of our donors and the
commitment of companies, we have
raised nearly. 350 000€
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FI N ANCI AL RE POR T 2016

+ 1 , 4 M €

Other
0%

Own funds
34%

Public funds
39%

COLLECTED IN 2016

Private funds
27%

ORIGIN OF FUNDS IN 2016

3 4 0 . 0 0 0 €
COLLECTED AT THE FUNDRAISING
DINNER
AT
THE PARIS CITY HALL

+

8

0

FINANCING OF
PROJECTS
IN

In 2016, Elisecare raised 27% of
funds from companies and foundations, 34% from the public and
benefactors
of
Elisecare,
and
39% from public institutions.

%

1 333 732 €

FIELD
2016

384 000 €
162 000 €
2014

2015
2014

2015

2016
2016

E VOLUTION OF RE VENUE
From 2015 to 2016, the revenues of the association
increased by 138%. This increase is explained by the
receipt of additional public funds (+ € 320K in 2016)
and a more framed and more effective fundraising.
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R E S O U R C E

EXPENSES

E X P E N S E S

A C C O U N T

Amount

( I N

€ )

RESOURCES

Amount

Deferral of resources collected from the public unallocated and unused at the
beginning of the year

1. Social missions

672 380

1.1. Made in France:
* Mission Calais

1. Resource collected from the public

452 000

1.1. Donations and legacies collected
101 367

1.2. Made abroad:

- unassigned manual donations

93 938

- donated textbooks:
263 019

* Mission Calais

101 367

* Iraq Duhok Mission

212 988

* Iraq Mission Erbil

185 612

* Iraq Darkar Mission

43 949

* Iraq Duhok Mission

93 439

* Italy Lampedusa Mission

3 313

* Iraq Darkar Mission

134 882

* Mission Lebanon

23 582

* Italy Lampedusa Mission

3 314

* Bus Mission Iraq Mosul

24 162

* Mission Lebanon

23 802

2. Fundraising expenses

103 931

2.2. Search fees of other private funds

TOTAL EXERCISE EXPENSES INCLUDED IN THE INCOME
STATEMENT

868 698

PROVISIONS

-

COMMITMENTS TO BE CARRIED OUT ON AFFECTED
RESOURCES

537 232

1.2. Other products related to the call for generosity of the public

103 876

2. Other private funds

359 706

3. Grants and other public competitions

515 000

4. Other products

7 026

TOTAL EXERCISE RESOURCES INCLUDED IN THE INCOME STATEMENT

1 333 732

   REPRISES OF PROVISIONS
DEFERRING OF UNUSED ASSIGNED RESOURCES OF PRE-EXERCISES

83 694

VARIATION OF DEDICATED FUNDS COLLECTED FROM THE PUBLIC
EXCESS RESOURCE EXERCISE

11 495

INSUFFICIENCY OF EXERCISE RESOURCES

TOTAL GENERAL

1 417 426

TOTAL GENERAL

1 417 426
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* Iraq Mission Erbil
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FI NANCI A L REPOR T 2016
Characteristic facts of the
exercise

the donation process on its
website (€ 32,186), and organized
events by soliciting companies,
The association changed its
foundations
and
individuals.
name in 2016. From now on,
it is called "Association Elise Private funds representing 27%
Care". The association financed of 2016 revenues (€ 359,706) come
and
implemented
three from foundations, companies
new projects in Iraq in 2016: and other organizations that
supported EliseCare during an
- the Ainkawa Clinic (operational
event, for a project or the financing
since
December
28,
2016)
of certain items of expenditure.
- the Darkar Clinic (operational
Other income (€ 7,026) represents
since
December
4,
2016)
the positive currency difference.
- the Mosul mobile dispensary
(operational since the end of
December 2016) which is treating Use of resources:
the population in Duhok while
The running costs are the
waiting to cross the Mosul region.
operating costs of the head office
(€ 90,566) and represent 10,5%
of the expenses in 2016. These
Origin of resources:
high costs are necessary for the
The resources collected from perpetuation of the activity of the
the public increased by 138% association and to ensure a project
compared to the 2015 financial monitoring. This percentage is
year. This increase can be expected to decrease by 3 points
explained by the implementation by 2018, although the growth
of a more targeted collection of the association still requires
strategy and the improvement of more skills and investments.
payment systems. Thus EliseCare
launched various crowdfunding
campaigns on the HelloAsso
platform (€ 35,226) improved
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Use of resources:
Fundraising costs represent 11.9% of the association's expenses (103.931 €).
This figure includes the organizational costs (€ 50,000) of the fundraising
dinner at the Paris City Hall on June 14, 2016, which were 100% covered by
the patron of the evening. The actual expenses incurred by the association
for the search for funds amount to € 53,931, ie 6.2% of annual expenses.
Social missions:
The share of expenditure devoted to social missions is up by 80%, which is out
of step with the increase in resources, which is 138%. This gap is due to the fact
that some of the resources collected in 2016 are allocated to new projects (Mosul
mobile dispensary, health centers of Erbil and Darkar) that did not emerge until
the last quarter of 2016. Thus € 537,232 are still available at the end of the year,
to be used during 2017 or as soon as possible (in particular for the Mosul mobile
dispensary which must evolve in a very uncertain context) for the projects concerned.
The Iraq mission still represents 80.9% (€ 544,118) of our activity,
followed by the Calais mission of 15.1% (€ 101,367). The costs of
the exploration missions in Lebanon and Italy amount to 26,895 €.

Exploratory missions
DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENSES BY MISSION
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HUMAN RESOUR CE S

COMPOSITION OF THE TEAM
OF A MOBILE DISPENSARY:

HR POLICY
-All volunteers are paid.
- The leaders exercise their activity on a voluntary basis.
- All employees in Iraq are recruited from
among refugees.
-EliseCare tries to promote a certain religious and cultural diversity in order to facilitate the integration of its teams with the
beneficiaries.
-The teams are constituted - as far as possible - respecting the gender balance.

2 Doctors
1 Pharmacist
1 Nurse
1 Nurse or Psychologist
1 Gynecologist (Women’s Bus)
1 Administrative Assistant
1 Driver
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF
THE CHIEF OF
MISSION.

DISTRIBUTION OF HR EXPENSES
COUNTRY
IRAQ
CALAIS
HEADQUATERS
PROSPECTION
LAMPEDUSA &
LIBAN
TOTAL

AMOUNT IN
EUROS
232 682
34 296
39 931
19 865

PART OF ANNUAL
BUDGET
71,2%
10,5%
12,2%
6,1%

326 774

100%
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G OVE RN ANCE
THE ASSOCIATION CONSISTS OF:
1 / Founding members: at the origin of the
initial action, they are exempted from the
annual subscription and are active members by right.
2 / Honorary members: those who have
rendered important services to the association. They are exempt from dues and
participate in general meetings with deliberative votes.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The members of the board of directors perform their duties free of charge and settle
the affairs of the association by deliberations.
The Board of Directors is renewed every
two years by a qualified majority vote.
PRESIDENT: ELISE BOGHOSSIAN
SECRETARY: CLAUDE EGULLION

3 / Scientific Committee: they bring their
ideas and advice, they are independent
experts exempted from the annual subscription.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The subscription is fixed annually by the
Ordinary General Assembly.

OFFICE
President, secretary

GENRAL ASSEMBLY
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PRESSE RE VIE W 2016
Our actions are regularly relayed in France, in particular through numerous
media:.

Le Figaro : « Elise Boghossian, combattante antidouleur »,
13 december 2016
Public Sénat : « Le Grand Entretien » 5 décembre 2016
Le Parisien TV : « Fraternité générale ! » épisode 18,
1st november 2016
Paris Match : « Elise Boghossian, acupunctrice de guerre »,
12 october 2016
i24NEWS : « Elise Boghossian, une aiguille au pays du sabre »,
6 october 2016
TF1 : JT de 20h, 24 september 2016
Libération : « Piquée au cœur », 16 august 2016
•France 2 : « 13h15 », 15 february 2016
France 2 : « Le Jour du Seigneur », le 7 february 2016
LCI : «La Matinale» 3 february 2016
Arte : « Arte Reportage », « Des aiguilles contre la terreur »,
23 january 2016
France 2 : « Thé ou café », 17 january 2016
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OUR PAR TNERS IN 2016
Thanks to their financial, in-kind and skills donations, these partners have
played a key role in the development of EliseCare’s activities.

P U B L I C
French Ministry of Foreign
Affairsl

Paris City Hall

National Assembly
La Région Ile-de-France
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OUR PAR TNERS IN 2016
P R I VAT E
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EliseCare
9 rue Ernest Cresson
75014 PARIS
Tél: 01.81.69.67.10

www.elisecare.org
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